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Google+ Shutting Down After Bug Leaks Info
of 500k Accounts

Google has announced that they are closing the consumer functionality of Google+ due lack of
adoption and an API bug that leaked the personal information of up to 500,000 Google+
accounts.
While no evidence was found that indicates this bug was ever misused, it was determined that
the complexity of protecting and operating a social network like Google+ was not a worthwhile
endeavor when so few users actually used the service for any length of time. The consumer
functionality of Google+ will be closing over a 10 month period, while Google transitions the
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product to be used internally by

the Enterprise.
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After performing a code review of the Google+
APIs,Security
calledNewsletter
Project Strobe, Google stated they
Kindred
discovered a bug that could leak the private information of Google+ accounts. This bug could
allow a user's installed apps to utilize the API and access non-public information belonging to
that user's friends. As Google only keeps two weeks of API logs for its Google+ service, it was
impossible for them to determine if the bug was ever misused.
According to a report by the Wall Street Journal, the bug in the Google+ API existed between
2015 and March 2018, which was when Google discovered and ﬁxed the bug. According to
their reporting, an internal committee at Google decided not to disclose the bug even though
they were not 100% sure that it was not abused. "disclosing the incident would likely trigger
"immediate regulatory interest" and invite comparisons to Facebook's leak of user information
to data ﬁrm Cambridge Analytica."
Ironically, a recent study shows Google is the biggest beneﬁciary of the GDPR. Thanks to its
dominant market position, the industry leader beneﬁts from a stronger concentration in the
online advertising market. Although the number of trackers is decreasing overall, a few large
tracking operators such as Google receive even more user data.
Read More on BleepingComputers

Study: Google is the biggest beneﬁciary of the GDPR

Google: Project Strobe
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URLs are hard, let's kill them
Exaramel Malware Reinforces Link Between Industroyer and NotPetya
Experian credit-freeze PINs could be revealed by a simple trick
Patch Tuesday, October 2018 Edition
Study: Google is the biggest beneﬁciary of the GDPR
The Magecart Seal of Approval: Card-Skimming Group Executes Scaled Supply Chain
Attack on Shopper Approved
IETF approves new internet standards to secure authentication tokens
Google Cloud launches Cloud Identity as standalone service
Network time protocol bugs sting Juniper operating system
Gemalto reports 4.6 billion record breaches in the ﬁrst half of 2018
Fake Flash Updaters Push Cryptocurrency Miners
New Exploit for MikroTik Router WinBox Vulnerability Gives Full Root Access
A mysterious grey-hat is patching people's outdated MikroTik routers

#Tech and #Tools
Top 10 Web Hacking Techniques of 2017
SilentTrinity: A post-exploitation agent powered by Python, IronPython, C#/.NET
The Illustrated TLS Connection
How to rotate a WordPress MySQL database secret using AWS Secrets Manager in
Amazon EKS
Microsoft Edge Remote Code Execution (CVE-2018-8495)
SSD Advisory – Cisco Prime Infrastructure File Inclusion and Remote Command
Execution to Privileges Escalation
Flatpak - a security nightmare
Introducing Metasploit’s First Evasion Modules
serviceFu: Harvesting Service Account Credentials Remotely
AWS takeover through SSRF in JavaScript
ADAPE: Active Directory Assessment and Privilege Escalation Script
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief
Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with over 15 million
customers across 100 markets. We offer pre-game and live Sports betting, Poker, Casino and
Games through 13 subsidiaries and brands across our markets. We are committed to offer our
customers the best deal and user experience possible, while ensuring a safe and fair gambling
environment. Kindred is a pioneer in the online gambling industry and as an innovation driven
company that builds on trust.
You can access the previous newsletters at https://news.infosecgur.us
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